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In memory of the innocent people who have lost their lives
due to the lawless activities of the criminals that plague our
society.
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AUTHOR’S NOTE

Dear Reader,
What you are about to read represents just fifteen months
(2006-2007) in Kaelyn Yen’s (pseudonym) sad and tragic
true-life drama. At the time of completing this book Kaelyn’s
nightmarish journey had still not reached its conclusion.
To many, Kaelyn’s experiences could be described as sad,
horrific, torturous, and even unbelievable, but to the law
enforcement officers tasked to free and protect her, it is said to
be the most bizarre and complicated case they have ever been
involved in. Sadly, many of those officers have since lost their
lives, as have scores of others involved through association.
As you enter Kaelyn’s nightmare I would like you to be aware
that the majority of events ‘floralized’ (colored by creative and
descriptive narrative) within these pages did take place in the
locations mentioned; I have invented the remainder in an effort
to rationalize how those events may have evolved. Likewise, the
majority of characters portrayed in this story are actual people
involved in Kaelyn’s case, however, their names and backgrounds
have been fabricated in an effort to protect the identities of the
innocent, and not so innocent.
Many of you may ask how I stumbled onto Kaelyn’s story,
and to that I can only answer: fate. I was doing a book signing
for my psychological thriller - Hearts in Conflict - when I was
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approached by Troy Machalek who said he had a story that
needed to be told but was unable to put on paper. We agreed
to meet at a later date, and after hearing his story I agreed to
recreate the events that have become Death on Pause.
What you are about to read, and the books that will follow
to fully tell Kaelyn’s story, is based on thousands of emails, web
chats, and phone calls Troy had with Kaelyn, law enforcement
officers, and the criminals involved in her numerous kidnappings
and extortion attempts. I can only shake my head and wonder
how they have both managed to stay alive.
Kaelyn’s case is both sad and tragic. Sad because it depicts
the depth of depravity people afflicted by jealousy and greed are
prepared to stoop to; and tragic because that depravity began
within Kaelyn’s own family. Unfortunately, that is not where it
remained; other criminal factions were quick to recognize the
power her wealth could wield. However, I don’t think either side
(good or bad) could have foreseen the extent of retribution
that would spiral out of control.
Kaelyn did not deserve to go through what she has been
subjected to; no one does. And many might not believe this
type of activity actually takes place within our modern society;
but it does. That truth is one of the horrors that lies just below
the surface of our society; a truth for which we should all feel
ashamed.
I trust you will get some enjoyment from reading this
narrative, but please don’t forget: this story is based on a real
person’s living nightmare.
Derek N. Burnell
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Taipei, Taiwan, Tuesday, September 26th, 2006.
When Yen Cui and her twenty-two-year-old daughter, Kaiying, exited through the air-curtains of the Sogo department
store they did not know they were being followed. Nor did
they know: they would soon be killed. In fact, even though
Cui - a wealthy share market and property investor - had been
under clandestine observation for more than a month, she
had not once suspected anything out of the ordinary.
Both women carried an assortment of shopping bags,
evidence of purchases made within the store, and, dangling
from a strap slung over her shoulder, a large Louis Vuitton
handbag also rested heavily against Kai-ying’s right hip.
As the two women turned down Zhong Xiao East Road
they circumvented the brightly outfitted Sogo employee and
paused to get their bearings.
“Arigato gozaimasu,” chirped the smiling Sogo hostess,
uttering the mandatory ‘thank you’ phrase perched on the
lips of all those employed by the Japanese-based chain of
stores. “Have a nice day,” she added in Chinese. She glanced
enviously at the two designer-clad women and respectfully
bowed her head.
They nodded a polite acknowledgement and then stepped
forward to join the stream of pedestrians flowing toward
their next destination.
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Twenty seconds later, a large bald-headed man wearing a
loose-fitting patterned shirt over bone-colored trousers also
exited through the air-curtain into the humidity outside. He
glanced briefly at the backs of the retreating women, and then
briskly wove his way through the pedestrians and stopped at
the gutter less than a foot from the speeding cars and hornchirping motorbikes. Extracting a cell-phone from his trouser
pocket, he quickly thumbed the keypad before raising it to his
ear. As he waited for his call to be answered, he fixed his eyes
upon the young man leaning against the outer wall of the bus
shelter across the road.
He looked to be in his early twenties, and despite the
warmth of the afternoon he wore faded blue jeans and a
gray hoody-jumper over a black T-shirt. Shoulder-length hair
hung straight beneath a Nike baseball cap, its peak pulled low
to conceal the eyes that peered over the newspaper he held
before him. At his feet lay a small backpack, its canvas cloth
pinned to the pavement beneath his Puma runners. To those
who cared to notice, he looked like any one of the numerous
university students who frequented the area.
When the phone in the young man’s pocket began vibrating
the music in his ears fell silent. He folded the newspaper and
rammed it into the crook of his left arm, and then fumbled
about his chest beneath the hoody. He pressed the connection
button to answer the call but offered no greeting. Obediently
he listened as his eyes scanned the adjoining pavement for
the two women he was being instructed to follow. He saw
them and, confident he could track them from a distance,
he averted his gaze and nodded his acknowledgement to the
man staring at him from across the street. Disconnecting
the call, he stooped to retrieve his backpack as music once
again returned to obliterate the sounds of the busy road
before him.
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Opposite, the bald man returned the phone to his trouser
pocket and disappeared amongst the pedestrians headed in
the opposite direction.
Fifteen minutes later, after Cui and Kai-ying had walked
some distance up the narrow, traffic-jammed Han-yang Street,
they entered the offices of All World Travel.
From across the street the young man watched them enter
the building, but he had no intention of following them inside.
Instead, he entered a teahouse nearby and seated himself at
the glass-fronted bench, which offered him a clear view of
the travel agency and street.
As he waited for the arrival of his tea, the young man
pulled the earphones from his ears and extracted the cellphone from his pocket. With the phone now cupped in his
palms, he searched the application menu and engaged the
camera mode. He glanced quickly about to confirm he was
not being watched, and then held the phone to the glass and
pressed the shutter button. With the camera again shielded
from prying eyes, he glanced at the photo and examined
it for signs of reflection or distortion. Satisfied there were
none, he zoomed in on the adjacent shop front and saved
the result.
Still wary of those about him, the young man paused
from his activities to extract the newspaper from the
backpack he now cradled in his lap. As he did so, a moonfaced girl of about sixteen approached with his tea. When
she departed he scanned the street to confirm the women
were still inside the travel agency, and then returned his
attention to the cell-phone. He typed the address of the
agency in the caption box, selected the number listed as
‘Dragon Master’ from the telephone’s address book, and
then forwarded the cropped photo as a picture message.
That done, the young man settled back to enjoy his green tea
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whilst glancing periodically over the top of the newspaper
for any sign of the two women.

Kowloon, Hong Kong (the same day).
The dust-encrusted globe shone its meager light from beneath
a rust-pitted metal lampshade. If it had been mounted on the
ceiling its forty-watt glow would have done little to brighten
the room, but it wasn’t. This light hung by its umbilical cord
to the height where it illuminated the six-foot wide round
tabletop beneath it, and nothing else.
The table was old: centuries old. And thick: three-inches
thick. It was made of solid mahogany, a single slab taken
from a tree that could have been one thousand years old.
Beneath the table, if the light could have penetrated that far,
it would have been possible to see the four fierce dragons
whose intricately carved heads supported the top, their eight
hind legs giving the table stability upon the floor.
There were no ornaments adorning the tabletop: No
flowers, books, figurines or knick-knacks, nothing but
a small and insignificant item that appeared to have been
left there by mistake. It was a modern item: a cell-phone,
an item that looked misplaced and wrong on the ornately
carved top depicting a mystical battle: a battle being fought
between humans and unknown forces: Forces depicted as
fire-breathing dragons.
Seated in the darkness six paces away and against the
wall, a Chinaman aged in his late seventies or early eighties
watched one of his two-dozen favorite videos. There was
no sound to enhance the picture - he didn’t want any - he
was more interested in the fighting than the noise that went
with it. It was a Bruce Lee movie. And at this particular
stage in the action, Bruce was surrounded by at least twenty
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Samurai warriors who were determined to kill him one way
or another.
Unexpectedly, the lone item on the carved tabletop
began to vibrate and rattle. Distracted by the din, the man
swiveled in his well-worn and sagging leather seat to eye it
contemptuously. Sighing, he pressed the pause button on the
remote control and then sucked deeply on the mouthpiece
of the hookah-pipe resting in his lap. When he was done he
replaced the pipe on its stand. Nearby, Bruce Lee stared out
at his unseen audience, his body frozen in a ‘praying mantis’
pose, his face and body twisted, tense with anger.
Rising from the carved high-backed chair, which in
appearance looked more like a throne than a chair, the old
man moved swiftly for a man of his age. But even before
he was halfway to the table, the phone stopped vibrating.
He snatched it up, flipped the lid, and smiled at the photo
of the travel agency shining up at him. As if undecided on
what to do next, he snapped the lid closed and stared into the
darkness. Eventually he spun about and strode off toward the
large fish tank illuminating the far wall.
The tank was at least seven feet long by eighteen inches
deep and three feet high, its weight supported by a handcarved cabinet decorated with dragon motifs. To either side
of the tank, hand-woven yak-wool curtains covered the
doorways hidden behind them.
The old man made his way toward the curtain on the
right. And as he walked the dozens of embroidered birds,
perched in gnarly trees, seemed to flutter with the breeze as
it passed through the bright yellow silk of his tunic. When
he stopped, the fire-breathing dragon adorning his back cast
an angry eye as a warning to those intending to attack him
from behind.
Approaching the curtain, the old man stopped in front
of the fish tank to admire the numerous Japanese fan-tailed
5
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Golden carp. Slowly they swam around the rocky landscape
and Chinese temples scattered about the raked, Feng Shui,
sandy bottom. He reached into a bamboo bowl and pinched
three-fingers-full of crumbs and suspended them above the
tank. Slowly grinding his fingers together, he allowed the
particles to escape and trickle down to lie upon the water’s
surface. Enticed, the fish raced to consume the crumbs in
a frenzied attack, and then slowly returned to their gracious
meanderings amongst the ornaments.
The old man smiled affectionately and turned away. He
stood before the curtain and then hesitated. He seemed
indecisive, or just reluctant to leave his sanctuary. His hand
reached out, but instead of drawing back the curtain, his
fingers brushed its woolen surface and then moved to the
light switch nearby. He flicked the switch and instantly lights
leapt to life in every corner. But what they illuminated altered
the simple tone of the room.
What moments before had been an old man’s sitting
room was transformed by light into anything but an old
man’s sitting room. Now it had taken on the appearance of
a museum: A martial arts museum. Every inch of the walls
seemed to house some style of weapon. There were racks
of Ninja and Samurai swords, wooden staffs and spears of
differing lengths and thicknesses. And in beautifully carved
glass-fronted cabinets, shelf upon shelf of various shaped
knives and daggers seemed to challenge the reputations of
the weapons beside them.
Some shelves were laden with crescent-shaped Deer Horn
knives, Kirpan, Kukri, and numerous styles of straight-bladed
Kris, Kunai and Machetes. Other shelves were brimming with
Butterfly knives, T-shaped Push knives, Brass knuckles, and
Ninja stars. In a cabinet nearby there were composite weapons
such as Nunchakus and Sansetsukons. And Kusarigamas
added to the diversity of artifacts.
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Dispersed amongst the glass-fronted display cases, and
hanging from pegs on the limited remaining wall space, there
was an impressive array of Chain whips, Meteor hammers,
Flying Claws and Dragon Beards. In short, the room was a
virtual arsenal of hand-to-hand combat weaponry.
Slowly the old man began to make his way around the
room. He paused often, taking swords from their racks and
de-sheathing them to examine the engraved inscriptions on
their hand-forged steel blades. With some he practiced a few
stabbing movements. With others he sliced and cut as if he
were fending off a foe.
It was almost fifteen minutes before the old man finished
his tour of the hundreds of items. And when he was done the
smile of satisfaction could be seen to be wide and emanating
from his soul.
Once again he headed for the door concealed behind the
woolen curtain. He flicked the light switch to return the room
to darkness, and then swept aside the curtain and entered a
narrow kitchen.
As he walked its length toward the door at the far end, he
passed stacked cupboards on his left and a fridge yellowed
with age. Opposite, a sink overflowing with dirty dishes
seemed to merge with the stove where a large pot of soup
simmered next to a steaming rice-cooker. He shook his head
in disgust and then flung wide the door.
Startled by the sudden intrusion, two young men aged
in their twenties abandoned the game of table-tennis that
had occupied them. The ball, which had only just left the
server’s bat, flew through the air and was snatched from its
flight by the old man’s left hand. The boys stood still and at
attention.
“You. Ling.” The old man pointed to the elder of the
two. “Work.” He thrust an arm toward the long trestle table
against the opposite wall.
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Like the kitchen, it also was littered with numerous dirty
plates, an overflowing ashtray, and reams of loose papers:
all of which seemed out of place amongst the numerous
computer screens that dominated the table. All the computers
were switched on and in screen-saver mode.
Ling rushed to the table and took up his seat in front of
the centermost screen.
“You. Gabu,” added Dragon Master, pointing a spindly
finger at the other young man. “Clean up this mess and make
tea.”
Gabu hurried to the computer desk and started clearing
away the clutter.
Still awaiting further instruction, Ling sat patiently as the
old man made his way toward him.
Extracting the cell-phone from his tunic pocket, he opened
the lid and thrust the photo in front of the young man’s face.
“I want you to get inside the computers of this shop in
Taiwan,” instructed the old man. “It is in Han-yang Street,
Taipei.”
“Yes, grandfather,” came the boy’s simple reply.
As his grandson set about the task, the old man walked
to the dimmest lit corner and seated himself in the carved
mahogany chair stationed there.
In appearance the chair was large, throne-like, a perfect
double to the one now empty before the television.
The seat and center portion of the expansive back
were padded leather, now worn and cracked with age. The
surrounding exposed wood, blackened with countless layers
of body oil and ingrained dust, was intricately carved and
depicted fire-breathing dragons engaged in a fierce battle
against sword-wielding warriors. The common theme and style
of the carvings left no doubt that the chairs were designed
and carved by the same long-deceased craftsman who had
produced the huge table in Dragon Master’s sitting room.
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The old man flicked the wispy strands of long gray hair
from his shoulders and then settled against the backrest. With
his eyes closed, his hands took turns at stroking the footlong braid that made up his beard. He appeared relaxed and
content; and a permanent smile seemed to suggest he was
deep in meditation.
“Your tea, Grandfather.” Gabu shuffled toward him. He
placed the battle-themed porcelain pot and a small handleless cup on the tea table beside the old man’s chair, and then
quickly returned to the kitchen.
Five minutes later, Ling pushed his chair back from the
computer. As it rolled easily on its coaster wheels, he spun
about to face his grandfather more directly.
“I’m in,” he exclaimed, the magnitude of his achievement
highlighted by his broad grin.
Dragon Master woke from his reverie. “Good.” He sprang
from the chair. “You are looking for the name Yen. They may
have made a travel booking today.” He crossed the floor to
stand at the boy’s shoulder.
Ling’s fingers danced across the keyboard. And a few
seconds later the screen displayed the desired information.
“There are two of them,” he declared, somewhat
confounded. “Yen Cui and Yen Kai-ying.”
“Precisely,” uttered the old man, smiling. “Where are they
going?”
“They have bus tickets booked from Sanjhih Township to
the airport on the second of October. That’s in six days time.
From there they take a JAL flight to Sydney, Australia, where
they join a ten-day Contiki tour.”
“Good. Print it.” The old man made his way back to the
carved chair, sat down, and turned to pour himself some tea.
When the printer finished spewing forth the information,
Ling snatched it from the tray and hurried to his grandfather’s
side.
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The old man took the single sheet of paper and quickly
scanned its contents. Satisfied, he took a sip of tea and then
stood.
“Thank you,” he muttered and patted his grandson on
the shoulder. “Now you two boys go home. Tomorrow you
return. We have much work to do.” He shook the paper.
“I want to know everything about this bus company, its
workers and their schedules, and many more things.” The
old man turned away and headed toward the room beyond
the kitchen.
Before seating himself in front of the television again,
the aged Chinaman extracted the cell-phone from his tunic
pocket and dialed the international number listed in his head.
After twenty seconds of strange noises a connection was
made and the phone on the other side of the Pacific Ocean
began to ring.
“Greetings father,” came the echoic response. “May your
life be long and prosperous.”
“And yours also,” responded the aged Chinaman,
completing the formalities. He hurried on. “It would seem
mother hen is wanting to leave the yard with her chick.”
“Are they coming my way?” replied the voice, less than
pleased. “I can have them followed as soon as they arrive.”
“No,” replied the Chinaman. “They are wanting to fly south.”
“What do you intend to do?”
“What must be done,” stated the old man coolly. “I don’t
know what their intentions are, but whatever they are it must
not happen. I cannot allow them to leave my circle. I have no
option but to advance our plans.”
“But we are not yet ready,” replied the woman, her voice
edged with worry.
“That will not matter. The hen and her chick will have
their wings clipped before they are able to fly. It will be an
unfortunate accident, but it will not arouse suspicion.”
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“Will I advance my timetable?”
“No,” ordered the Chinaman, stroking his beard. “Your
plans remain unchanged. If things need to be altered I will let
you know.”
“Very good, I will await your orders.”
The old man closed the lid on the phone, and then reached
for the remote control and hookah pipe before settling back
in his throne-like chair. Bruce Lee sprang from his praying
mantis pose and resumed his fight for survival.

Sanjhih Township (near Taipei),
Monday, October 2nd.
When Jeng Jung-li arrived for work at the bus depot he
was very tired and still hung-over after a bigger night than
usual at his local Karaoke bar. He was also a little late;
most of his passengers were already seated on the bus,
their luggage stowed in the luggage compartment beneath
the floor. He hurried to the coffee dispenser nearby and
waited impatiently as it filled a paper cup with bitter black
coffee.
As he climbed the steps into the bus, he introduced
himself to the mother and daughter seated in the first row.
Their names were Yen Cui and her daughter Kai-ying. The
bus trip was to be the beginning of an exciting two-week
overseas trip to Australia, a beautiful and strange country they
had heard a lot about but were yet to experience.
Jung-li checked the rear-view mirrors then steered the
bus away from the depot at precisely 10am; its scheduled
departure time. As he moved into the traffic, he did not pay
any attention to the black Audi S4 Quattro parked on the
side of the road. Nor did he notice it join the traffic two cars
behind the bus.
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The gears felt a little stiff as he worked his way through
them to reach cruising speed, and on a couple of occasions
he thought he must have missed the timing as the gearbox
grated noisily before slipping into place.
By the time the bus began to wind its way through the hills
and bends of BuPeng Road, Jung-li had finished his coffee,
but it had done little to erase his lethargy. The gearbox seemed
to be deteriorating, and he wasn’t sure if he was imagining it,
but the brakes also felt a little slow in responding.
As the road began to descend at a steeper gradient, the
bald-headed passenger in the black Audi extracted a walkietalkie from the glove compartment before him. He turned
it on and adjusted the frequency. Then, settling into the seat
again, he spoke to the driver of a semi-trailer climbing the hill
further down the road.
It was a large truck and heavily laden. And as it struggled
to climb the windy road, it inexplicably stalled as it entered a
blind corner. Behind it, traffic came to a standstill and horns
blared in frustration. But there was nothing the horns could
change; the road was a single lane in both directions, and
no one was game to blindly pass the breakdown if it meant
venturing onto the wrong side of the road and gambling with
what might be coming down the hill beyond the bend.
Unaware of the danger that lay ahead, Jung-li allowed
the bus to accelerate to a speed inadvisable on the downhill
stretch of road.
In the Audi, the bald man began counting down into the
walkie-talkie. “Ten, nine, eight...”
With the corner approaching, Jung-li applied the brakes to
slow the bus down. They were spongy and responded poorly.
And, as the bus gathered speed, he started to worry.
“Seven, six, five...”
Jung-li tried to slow the bus by changing to a lower
gear, but the high-pitched grinding confirmed the gearbox’s
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synchronization was almost non-existent. Now panicking,
he used both hands to forcibly ram the gearshift into place,
but stubbornly it resisted and the bus gathered speed. Behind
him, the passengers sensed they were in danger and began to
scream. Cui and her daughter clung to each other.
“Three, two, one, GO!”
Suddenly a car shot out from behind the stalled truck and
accelerated around the corner.
Jung-li saw it speeding toward him on the wrong side of
the road. He slammed his foot hard on the brake but his foot
went straight to the floor. He kept pumping the pedal, as if
to punish it, but defiantly it remained unresponsive. Then, as
if he could think of nothing else to do, he steered the side of
the bus against the guardrail in an effort to grind it to a halt.
It had some effect, but not enough to stop the bus plowing
through the hairpin corner and over the edge of the road. On
its way to the bottom of the ravine it must have rolled over
at least thirty times, each rotation inflicting more destruction
upon the metal framework and the passengers it held captive
inside.
Yen Cui and her daughter, Kai-ying, were the first of the
fifteen passengers to die before the bus finally came to rest on
its roof, three hundred feet below the road.
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